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The Secretary 

Well life has certainly 
been busy for me - prob-
ably something of an un-
derstatement! With the 
formation and         subse-
quent development of 

my new company, Genesis Horticultural         Solu-
tions, I have been kept busy with both face to 
face training and the usual behind the scenes 
work that goes with being self employed and    
running your own business. But one of the       
positive sides for me has been the opportunity to 
assist growers on site to get more out of their Pri-
va systems - yes, I do love my job! So in the past 
three months I have been working in five       
different states of Australia with a range of    
growers, all who have a common goal, to produce 
the best possible produce possible. I sometimes 
think we sell ourselves short as an industry by not           
acknowledging the vastly superior skills we have 
as a collective group in being able to manipulate 
plant growth to produce superior vegetables and 
fruit. Most of the general public get excited if 
they manage to grow a lemon or a carrot, but 
moan if the price of vegetables goes beyond a 
certain price! Yet growers keep working away to 

increase yields and reduce costs where possible just 
for the privilege of working! We certainly are a 
unique group. But the forthcoming HFF conference 
is just the place that we can celebrate our abilities 
with like minded souls. The trade show and speaker 
program are now all but complete and there is     
going to be a range of information and advice on 
hand for you to absorb. But apart from that, the 
networking at the event will be second to none, 
and will allow many of you to form some good     
alliances with other growers and companies to      
further develop your businesses. I can only          
encourage you to attend the conference - yes I 
know it is time away from the business but it only 
happens every two years, so it’s only a day and a 
half a year out of your time, plus you’ll get heaps 
out of it - I promise you! And on top of the           
conference speaker program and trade show there 
are some great farm visits planned this year where 
you will be able to see some of the latest            
technology associated with growing in action. So 
another opportunity that you’ll miss out on if you 
don’t   attend! So in the words of a certain musical 
guru - ’Do yourselves a favour, and get down 
there’! I’ll certainly be at the event and I look      
forward to catching up with all of you.  Regards TB 

HFF Executive Details and Contacts    
President:   
John Elford                     johnelford@bigpond.com  0417 035 956 
 
Vice President & VFF Representative:  
Tony Spurling   info@gatewayestate.com.au       (03) 9739 0568 
 
Secretary & Newsletter:  
Tony Bundock  tony@genesis-hort.com.au  0409 007 610  
 
Treasurer: 
David Pearson   pearsons@countryfreshherbs.com.au    (03) 5952 6870    
 
Membership: 
Ian Mortlock    ian@morthydro.com        (03) 5461 1111 
 
Committee Members: 
    
Michael Tran  mtran@eemuir.com.au    0418 899 586 
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The President 

Hi all,  well Winter is closing in fast and in some ways its great to 
see. It’s been an extended year for us with lots going on during the 
season, and I hope your season has been a rewarding one as has 
ours. Our last Grower Meeting/AGM was held at Flavorite, and it 
certainly was a fantastic day, and the event was hosted by Will and 
Chris Millis, we are very appreciative of them making the          
commitment of opening their farm and sharing their growing 
skills/plans with the strong group in attendance. This was very 
much what the HFF was originally founded on - growers sharing 

knowledge with growers. Not only was the event our grower day but it was also  our AGM so there were 
items of business that needed to be addressed. Our treasurer, David Pearson advised the group of our 
very strong financial position, and it’s having those sort of resources behind us that allows us to run 
events such as the conference. The next report was the membership report, and this was presented by 
myself in Ian's absence. I congratulated him on his work with membership and advised the group that I 
expected Ian to take the membership numbers over the 100 mark this year. I firmly believe that we 
haven't been in a stronger position for a long, long time, and I am convinced that there is a big             
momentum switch in what the Hydroponic Industry is now capable of doing. As President I delivered my 
report - we won’t mention that the Secretary was up to his tricks by displaying cartoon characters on the 
big screen behind me while I spoke, - honestly the committee does not resemble the Muppets! - and I 
felt very proud reporting on the achievements of the HFF to date. The Secretary spoke about the         
formation of this newsletter and the continued interest from our Trade partners - as you can see this is 
the biggest newsletter Tony has produced. One of the great things about the committee is that it is a 
true team, but I have to single out the efforts of the Vice President - Tony Spurling. Tony has been there 
for me during the year on many occasions being the sensible one with his suggestions and direction, and 
another great ambassador for the Industry has been Michael Tran, for his role in bringing Growers       
together through his International Study Tour programs. We did have some committee members         
requiring re-election, which happened with no real fuss, but the big news was that we have also picked 
up a new and enthusiastic committee member in James Dickson, we welcome new blood to the         
committee, and I think he will compliment the existing Group. (see James’ bio in this addition). But as 
you are all aware, the HFF Conference is fast approaching, and together with ASN Events we are          
confident it will be bigger and better then our last event at Lorne. The Trade booths are full and sold out 
already, and we have fresh and high quality speakers from all types of back grounds. And of course      
giving the Trade the opportunity to invite their Customers "Growers" to the event (registration free) will 
see a huge diversity of Growers attending. ASN is reporting to us that the interest and numbers            
registered thus far is ahead of other years, hence our confidence in that it will be better then Lorne.   
Finally I also need to mention the State Governments attempt to bring in new legislation around Labour 
Licensing for Sub Contractors, this will potentially have an impact on all of us, I hope you responded to 
my recent email around this and have contacted the Independents as we suggested. If you haven't seen 
this email please contact me for the relevant Information. I sincerely hope you can make the time to  
attend the Conference as its going to be another opportunity to share, meet, and learn from others who 
are like minded in our great Industry. I cannot begin to describe the huge amount of work that has gone 
on ‘behind the scenes’ for this event, and the committee have worked tirelessly to ensure that the      
conference will be the best it possibly can. So don’t just take my word, come along and see for yourself!! 
On a more serious note, I look forward to meeting you all face to face and finding out how we can better 
serve you - the industry. See you at the conference - and probably the bar too!   Best wishes, John Elford 
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Garden City Plastics - Visit us on Stand 17 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 

 

Biological Services - Visit us on Stand 14 
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EE Muirs - Visit us on Stand 19 
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Brinkman Australia - Visit us on Stand 8 

Brinkman Australia is now a distributor of 30MHz smart sensors   
30MHz help agribusinesses of all sizes make the best decisions with real-time insights on their crops and 
environments. A 30MHz smart sensing solution provides customers with all the elements needed to 
monitor and optimise their growing and storage environments with physical data, the package includes 
wireless sensors, a scalable network and a customizable dashboard with alerts and analytics. In an        
industry where every percent matters, 30MHz can provide your business with real-time insights that   
improve efficiency and increase production.  

Contact: Matthew at Brinkman Australia for a quote today.  
Mob: 0447 734 654 or Email matthew@royalbrinkman.com.au 

mailto:matthew@royalbrinkman.com.au
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Philips installs first Australian 
LED trial site - Philips have      
recently commenced the       
installation of a full top and   
interlight growing trial for     
Australian growers at Chisholm 
Institutes National Precision 
Growing Centre at Cranbourne, 
Victoria. The trial will cover a 
single compartment of approx 
375 square metres of            

glasshouse and will be using a range of De Ruiter tomato varieties within the trial. ‘We have had strong 
interest from growers about exploring the use of LED lighting, but a lot of data has been drawn from Eu-
ropean conditions’ said Philips Australia Key Account manager - Aart Slobbe. ‘By having a commercial 
Philips lighting system operating under Australian conditions we are confident we can show the real ben-
efits of this technology’ said Aart. Planting was scheduled for the 29th of May and the crop will be sub-
ject to a rigorous program of registration to gauge growth and crop yields. 

 

Philips Lighting to become Signify - Signify the world leader in lighting, 
has recently launched its new company name, following the amendment 
of the company's articles of association changing its name from Philips 
Lighting N.V. to Signify N.V. "The choice of our new company name          

originates from the way light becomes an intelligent language, which connects and conveys meaning," 
said Eric Rondolat, CEO of Signify.  "It is a clear expression of our strategic vision and purpose to unlock 
the extraordinary potential of light for brighter lives and a better world." Signify will continue to use the 
Philips brand for its products, the most trusted lighting brand in the world, under the existing licensing 
agreement with Royal Philips. The company expects the name change to be implemented in all the coun-
tries where it is active by the beginning of 2019. Founded as Philips in Eindhoven, the Netherlands, we've 
led the lighting industry with innovations that serve professional and consumer markets for more than 
127 years. In 2016, we spun off from Philips, becoming a separate company, listed on Amsterdam's Eu-
ronext Stock Exchange. We were included in the benchmark AEX index in March 2018. With operations in 
more than 70 countries and 32,000 people worldwide, Signify generated sales of EUR 7 billion and       
invested EUR 354 million in Research and Development in 2017. "We are driven by the principle that light 
is essential," Eric Rondolat added. "And by connecting it to networks, software, sensors and IoT            
platforms, we open the door to a smarter world." 

Philips Lighting  - Visit us on Stand 12 

Membership Report 
Hi everyone, and I hope that this has been a productive season for you. Our membership 
continues to grow and we are now sitting around the 100 member mark which is good, but 
as my old school reports used to say—could do better! We have a golden opportunity to   
expand our membership base with the forthcoming conference, and I would encourage   
everyone to try and get non members along to this great event. The HFF is a grower           
organisation that aims to assist its’ membership, but the more members we have on board 
the greater our ability to assist others, and also be seen as a voice of the industry. So make     

sure you get as many people as possible to consider joining the HFF! Regards Ian 



 

 

Philips Lighting - Visit us on Stand 12 
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Basil downy mildew is caused by a fungal pathogen                 
Peronospora belbahrii and is looking to have a serious impact 
on commercial basil production. However, to date the       path-
ogen has not been reported as infecting other plants grown for 
herb production in Australia.   It initially appears as tiny   grey-
ish specks on the underside of leaves and progresses to cover 
larger areas of the lower leaf surface. The fungus may appear 
raised from the leaf surface or “fluffy” in appearance. As the 
disease progresses areas of the affected leaves may turn yel-
low, brown and die. While affected leaf material may not be 
viable for commercial sale, the disease itself does not have an 
impact on human health. Symptoms of basil downy mildew     
include the presence of grey/black spores or fruiting bodies on 
the underside of leaves; yellowing of upper leaf surface which 
can appear blotchy. Severe symptoms can lead to leaf death. 
The pathogen can be carried on seed, transplant material or 
fresh leaves.  Spores can also be dispersed long distances via 
wind. The disease may spread within an infected crop by wind, 
water splash and through management activities which may 
spread the spores from an infected plant to others, and thrives 
in warm, moist and humid conditions. All seedlings and       
transplants should be monitored closely for symptoms of the 
disease. If suspect plants are identified, they should be removed 
and destroyed immediately in an effort to minimise the threat 
to other plants. Burning, bagging or burial are good options for 
plant destruction, as these methods ensure that fungal spores 
cannot re-enter the crop from the removed plants.  

Chemical control - Growers are strongly urged to check with 
their agronomist on suitable products and relationship to            
jurisdiction. In many cases off label use is the only option so   
extreme caution should be taken. Products that have given   
control include - Revus, Amistar 250 SC, and Ranman 400 SC. 

Cultural control—It is recommended that good air movement is provided between plants to allow leaves 
to dry quickly after any moisture (rain, irrigation, fog or dew).  Due to the disease’s   ability to spread long 
distances on air currents, formal quarantine arrangements are not likely to be     effective in containing 
the disease and will not be applied to infested properties. Basil growers can play their part in minimizing 
the spread of downy mildew by: 

• sourcing disease free planting material 

• promptly destroying infected plants 
• not moving infected plants 

• not sharing or moving contaminated equipment unless it has been thoroughly cleaned and is free of 
plant material 

• creating an environment less conducive to disease development (don’t overhead irrigate; increase 
plant spacing for better airflow). 

All growers are encouraged to implement and maintain good farm biosecurity practices. 

Basil Downy Mildew—the latest threat…. 



 

 

De Ruiter Seeds - Visit us on Stand 10 

In March 2018, De Ruiter™ proudly opened its doors to the brand-new and highly anticipated De Ruiter 
Experience Centre in Bergschenhoek, The Netherlands. The new state of the art demonstration          
glasshouse is an 8,000-square meter facility equipped with over 3,200 square meters of products under 
13,000 lux Son T Lights (Gavita). De Ruiter opened the Centre to showcase to growers, consultants and 
industry experts the proven success of the company’s varieties and their performance. “When I look at 
the tomatoes, they are super!” says Bergschenhoek glasshouse customer, Berry Baruch. “The colour of 
the fruit is amazing, they are very red and very hard.” The success of the varieties stems from artificial 
lighting, allowing the varieties to benefit from well-regulated temperatures and lighting to grow           
consistently and effectively. “It’s exciting to showcase the next generation of innovation,” says Monsanto 
Vegetable Seeds Global Vegetable Business Lead Sebastian Langbehn Opazo. “It is clear that many       
technologies will impact the way growers are going to fulfill a more demanding consumer. The new      
facility will allow us to deliver the genetics and technical recipe in an interactive way.” Franky Van        
Looveren, Bergschenhoek glass house sales manager says, “The innovation will allow De Ruiter to          
become very close with our consumers and ensure we are meeting their needs. It will not only show 
them the way we conduct traditional genetics, but will also communicate other variables about the       
environment in which affect how their fruits and vegetables are produced.” In addition to the glasshouse 
are dedicated areas for sensory experiences, retail displays and sample rooms. Sample rooms allows    
interested customers to enjoy freshly picked tomatoes while learning more about the company and its 
products.  “We believe that with the Experience Centre, we are ready for the future,” says Glasshouse 
Commercial Lead, Huib Koerts. “We are bringing new technology and genetics together to show our    
consumers what we can bring and develop in the forthcoming years.” Being the first of its kind, the       
Experience Centre has allowed De Ruiterto come together as a company and deliver new genetics in a 
digital and innovative way. A group of Australian and New Zealand based De Ruiter customers will be        
visiting the Centre in June to see new materials and speak with tomato breeders at the new facility. For 
more information or to book a visit, contact your local De Ruiter representative today or by visiting de-
ruiterseedstemp.com.au. 
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Slow Media filters are not a new concept. The technology has been around for 
some decades. Slow media filtration works by allowing water to pass through 
a media at a slow rate and allow beneficial organisms to feed on and eliminate 
harmful organisms such a pithium, phytophthora, rhizoctonia, Nematodes and 
Viruses. The water passes through the filter and is stored to be reused in the     
facility with complete confidence. GroPro Filters are certified by NGINA as a 

certified pathogen treatment system. AIS Greenworks have designed, supplied and installed a number of 
successful Slow Media Filters in nurseries, both small and large-scale projects, throughout Australia. 
“They are a fantastic investment for many nurseries facing common issues with water quality. It is         
important to note we have studied the clinical results of these filters and they are all performing to an 
exemplary standard” said Scott Featherston from AIS Greenworks, “specifically, the GroPro Filter consists 
of specially constructed and packaged, compressed Grodan rockwool.” Recycled water from a nursery or 
similar is purified by passing it through this filter material. In doing so, there is both physical purification, 
where the larger particles are retained by the small pores in the filter, and a biological purification by  
antagonistic micro-organisms that live off the bacteria and fungi which are carried by the return flow    
water. Harry A. J. Hoitink and Matthew S. Krause (Ornamental Plants – Annual Reports and Research   
Reviews 1999 Special Circular 173-00) from Ohio State University have extensive experience in Rockwool 
and specifically Grodan Slow Media Filters. “Rockwool (Grodan type) has performed better in nurseries 
than sand, because it becomes clogged less easily than sand filters.” Also “several plant pathologists from 
Europe and Australia have verified the effectiveness and the practical value of this filtration procedure 
for nursery irrigation systems” “AIS Greenworks has an abundance of experience with successful filters in 
Australia and Europe. The filter has specific, and purpose built Grodan granulate for media filtration.   
Specifically, the GroPro Filter has quicker initial inoculation times and, when installed to AIS Greenworks 
specifications, have proven not to require skimming off the top or biological layer for over 10 years, and 
still counting, unlike sand and other media filters which require regular skimming, leaving your water  
unprotected for a period of time” adds Andrew Zhang of AIS Greenworks. Regular checks of pre-filtration 
and flow rates are required to maintain consistency and quality. These attributes have been able to be 
replicated time and time again through systems and processes in design, construction and installation. 

AIS Greenworks Slow Media Filters 

ENDEAVOUR - Dominating Australia’s large truss tomato segment in the heated 
sector is the Rijk Zwaan variety Endeavour RZ, which has achieved a strong         rep-
utation for its balanced plant habit, firm fruit, improved flavour and quality. Popu-
larity for Endeavour has increased steadily over the past five years as growers have 
gained confidence in its ability to perform in the extreme and variable         Australi-

an climate. Rijk Zwaan high-tech greenhouse crop specialist , Phill Ritchie, said Endeavour is a more gen-
erative variety that has exceptional setting ability and sufficient plant strength to maintain    consistent 
fruit size through the season. Phill said the dependability of this variety is good news for      everyone in 
the chain, particularly consumers. “The high-yielding Endeavour has an ability to maintain good presenta-
tion and shelf life during post-harvest and can be transported throughout Australia without compromis-
ing quality,” he said. “Ultimately, we are breeding tomato varieties for the consumer and when they have 
a positive experience, it means they are more likely to repurchase.”  Phill said it can take a long time to  
cultivate relationships throughout the chain but having a strong belief in this product meant it was easier 
to get growers to trial the variety. “I knew Endeavour would give consumers a       consistent and quality 
tomato,” he said.  “It comes down to exceptional fruit qualities and presentation.”  

Rijk Zwaan - Visit us on Stand 27 



 

 

AIS Greenworks - Visit us on Stand 5 
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The Hydroponic Farmers Federation Executive Committee wishes to extend to you an invitation to      
attend our forthcoming Hydroponic Farmers Federation Conference 2018 and technical exhibition to be 
held at Mantra Bell City from the 25th to the 27th of June 2018. The committee are very excited about 
the 2018 Conference. Not only is it our 11th Biennial Conference, but we have also initiated some 
changes to the format of the event,  including granting our trade partners the opportunity to invite their 
customers (Growers) to learn, share and network with like-minded people. The event will see a large 
number of trade exhibitors at the trade show as well as a packed speaker program detailed below:- 
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So all that is missing from this event is YOU! Further details can be found at the conference web site of 
http://hffconference.org.au/ The Mantra Bell City are offering excellent accommodation packages to all 
delegates, and you’ll be staying  in first class facilities at the heart of the conference.  

The key dates for the conference are:- 

• Monday the 11th June—Regular registration closes 

• Monday the 25th June—Conference commences 

So make sure you don’t miss out! The HFF Conferences are ‘must attend’ events both in terms of the 
speaker program, trade show, and the vital networking that accompanies our conferences. We look       
forward to welcoming you to another great event that you are sure to benefit from. The HFF Committee 

* Program may be subject to change 

HFF Conference Program 2018 

Our new kid on the block! 
 

 

 

James Dixon is currently the Head Grower at Gro-Link 
Nursery and also the owner and director of Raw Food 
Group, a private consultation business focusing on The 
Holistic approach to standardised management strategy. 
James aims to identify all inputs into any growing system 
and understand  how they interact together, with a strong 
focus on data collection and mapping. Most recently 
James and his partner, Bree Smith, have opened up Raw 
Produce, This is a large scale facility growing specialty   
produce, supplying the hospitality industry and restaurants. “We supply all Australian states and have 
recently begun exporting our product” said James With a focus on Nursery production James was a 2016 
good growth award nominee and Victorian winner. James’ favourite saying is “ Growing is a combination 
of art and Science, the art is when to use the science!” James brings both experience and enthusiasm to 
the HFF committee and will make a strong addition to the team. Welcome on board James! 
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The LaManna Premier Group's newest 
farming operation is now in production 
and some of Australia's finest gourmet 
tomatoes have been harvested. The 
greenhouse is Australia's first retractable 
roof hydroponic gourmet tomato     
greenhouse and is located at Lancaster in 
Victoria's Goulburn Valley. Thanks to the 
Cravo X-Frame structure, protecting the 
crop from the weather conditions, the 
greenhouse can function with extremely 
low energy costs.  Not fighting against, 
but working with the climatical             
conditions in Lancaster, Australia. That's 
what the growers of Lancaster Farm are 
doing with thei recently completed 
greenhouse (5.3 hectare). Using a         

hydroponic gutter system, loose gourmet tomatoes are grown in coco peat. The farm is currently        
contributing more than 50 jobs to the region. The complete project includes three stages, covering 25 
hectares in total. The greenhouse is a Cravo X-Frame cooling house with a clear roof and white internal 
shade/heat retention curtain. "The technology not only minimises water and power usage but increases 
yields, consistency of supply and produces beautiful quality fresh tomatoes", the growers explain. The 

roof covering is designed to block            
excessive heat before it enters the green-
house and this way the retractable roof 
will help Lancaster Farms' growers not 
only protect their crops against cool            
temperature early in season but also, and 
more importantly, protect the crop 
through the hot, dry summer. Since the 
project doesn't need a heating system 
nor a high pressure fog system, energy 
costs are extremely low. Thanks to the 
structure, the normal growing season 
(January - April/May) is extended to     

November - July. Planning work for stages 2 & 3 is well underway which will grow the operation to a total 
of 25 hectares and will continue to actively support employment in the      
region. Trials are also underway for the production of other exciting      
varieties of vegetable and melons to be grown in this technology.         
Lancaster Farm is operated by LaManna Premier Group (LPG), one of   
Australia’s largest fresh produce supply chain companies. LPG provides 
both its domestic and overseas customers with a single source of supply 
across a diverse range of fruit and vegetable categories, including         
bananas, watermelons and pumpkins as well as over 160 acres field 
grown tomatoes.  For further details on Cravo products contact them via  
email sales@cravo.com or talk to Andrew and Bede at Stand 9  at the HFF 
Conference.      (Story courtesy of Hortidaily)

Cravo Greenhouses - Visit us on Stand 9 



 

 

Cravo Greenhouses - Visit us on Stand 9 
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HFF Grower visit - Flavorite 
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The April HFF Grower Day and AGM was kindly hosted by Flavorite Farms 
who opened their doors to allow our members to see first hand how this   
premier production facility operates. Senior grower Will  Millis led the tour, 
and was assisted by his brother’s Chris and Ed. The day was certainly an 
‘access all areas’ event and the HFF members were allowed to view all        
aspects of production from propagation through to harvesting and packaging. 
As a   company, Flavorite started from some humble beginnings with plastic     
structures and now covers some 25 hectares in area and is continuing to 
build. Our tour started in the propagation area where propagation manager 
Matt Henshaw and Ed Millis explained the grafting and healing  processes 
carried out. Flavorite have spent a lot of attention to detail to getting their 
propagation area organised which is reflected in their 98% success rate with 
grafting. In general, double headed plants are produced , but triple headed 
plants have been produced for planting after the    
shortest day, which negates the need for taking          
additional heads. The floor of the growing area is        
serviced by an ebb and flood floor which allow for      
uniform and efficient irrigation. All of the nutrient      
solution is recycled.  

Will Millis 

Matt Henshaw and Ed Millis 

Grafting and propagation areas 
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Next stop on the tour was the Capsicum 
crop area. Davos was the main variety on 
show which was yielding 34/35kg per 
square metre of fruit. The crop did       
contain a gro-pipe as the house was      
previously a Tomato growing area which 
had been reallocated to Capsicums. The 
initial planting density of the crop had 
been at 4 plants per square metre which 
was ultimately increased to 8 heads per 
square metre to improve production.  

Flavorite have never been afraid to ‘push the envelope’ and the tour then progressed to the ‘semi closed’ 
greenhouse on site. The variety Endeavour was being grown and a successful program of inter-planting 
had been carried out using smaller growing slabs to secure production across 365 days of the year 
(continued on page 20) 

HFF Grower visit - Flavorite 



 

 

HFF Grower visit - Flavorite 
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Currently Flavorite are building a  new structure to increase their production. The 
structure itself is a traditional greenhouse will include defused glass. The concept be-
ing that the diffused glass will give better and more even light transmission  across 
the crop. Other unique features in the new facility are trellace style uprights which 
allow for ease of locating heating gro-pipes. Shade screens are also being installed 
that feature a unique system for ease of changing whilst crops are still in situ, and 
frameless vents with support rods that attach to the glass are just some of the         
innovations being incorporated. 

The final part of the tour gave the HFF members a chance to look over the impressive packaging facility 
at Flavorite. The scale and investment within the pack house was certainly impressive and highlighted 
the commitment that Flavorite have made towards their business development. Those members that 

attended the grower day were certainly fortunate to be able to have such a 
unique opportunity to go ‘behind the scenes’ and the HFF are very grateful to 
Chris, Will and Ed Millis for providing the HFF with the chance to visit. If you    
didn’t attend the event - you can now get an appreciation of what you missed! 
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As part of their overall enterprise      
redevelopment program, Flavorite 
now have 5 commercial greenhouse 
for sale. The greenhouses will be   
making way for new glass as part of 
Flavorite’s commitment to              
modernising its growing structures. 
The Hortinova style greenhouses are 
currently standing and have all the 
growing equipment within them. They 
are made up of the following            
dimensions:- 

Greenhouse 1 = 12,160m2            
( 121m W x 100m L )                                         
Pole height =3550mm 

Greenhouse 2 = 11,008m2                           
( 64m W x 172m L )                                               
Pole height = 3550mm 

Greenhouse 3 = 6,323m2             
( 83.2m W x 76m L )                            
Pole height = 3300mm 

Greenhouse 4 = 3,046m2              
( 44.8m W x 68m L )                            
Pole height = 3300mm 

Greenhouse 5  = 614m2                 
( 19.2m W x 32m L )                            
Pole height = 3300mm 

All internal fittings are also available 
which includes Hanging gutters, Drip 
system, Fogging system and Heating 
system all controlled by Priva systems.  

This is a great opportunity to access 
some high quality second hand      
growing infrastructure at a very competitive price. 

Please note - The greenhouses must be gone by August 2018, and all equipment                                         
is to be removed at purchasers cost - the purchaser must be insured.                                                                            

Interested? Please direct enquiries to:-                  
Chris.millis@flavorite.com.au           Mobile :0417184813 

Greenhouses for Sale at Flavorite 

mailto:Chris.millis@flavorite.com.au
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Proposed New Strawberry Greenhouse 
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The Federal Government has provided 
$3 million towards the glasshouse to be 
built by Mecrus Group, which trades as        
Gippsland Strawberries and Berry           
Sensation. The proposed 12 hectare   
structure will cost $37 million, and will 
be capable of producing more than 
2,000 tonnes of strawberries annually. 
Mecrus Group already grows          
strawberries at its current sites at      
Officer and Shady Creek near Warragul, 
east of Melbourne. Managing director 
Barry Richards said more than 120    
ongoing jobs will be created after the 
12-hectare glasshouse is constructed. 

The glasshouse will be built in the Latrobe Valley, a region which has lost hundreds of jobs after the     
recent closure of the power station  "We'll build it in three, four-hectare stages, just so that's more    
manageable," he said. "It's a significant increase from where we are now. "There'll be 122 full-time jobs 
after construction and they'll range from professional growers, quality control, harvesting, planting and 
crop maintenance." Mr Richards said demand for the company's strawberries was growing locally and it 
had set its eyes on domestic markets moving forward. "Glasshouse production of fresh fruit has grown 
dramatically over the last 15 years, particularly with tomatoes, cucumbers and eggplants, but glasshouse 
production of strawberries hasn't as yet developed." However, the proposed development is viewed with 
concern by traditional producers. Victorian Strawberry Growers Association president Sam Violi said the 
development of a large strawberry glasshouse in Victoria would kill the industry. "For the industry, this 
will be like another nail in the coffin for the strawberry industry in Victoria," he said. "Most of the     
strawberry industry in Victoria is family-oriented, husband and wife and maybe some children. There are 
quite a lot of smaller growers. With the competition, they'll probably be forced out." Mr Violi said there 
was already strong competition in Victoria from strawberry growers in Queensland, South  Australia and 
Western Australia. "We are going to have a fair bit of fruit on the market. The fruit coming out of    
Queensland in the last few years has caused a glut and we've seen strawberries retail for 99 cents. I think 
this will have a detrimental effect," he said. "The prices will go down and be uneconomical. "We know 
that the cost of production in Victoria has been about $2 for a 250 gram punnet. It's all manual  labour. 
The profit margin is diminishing and you can't stay in the marketplace for a loss. Bigger corporate people, 
using other money, can absorb the cost. "I'm not sure they are tyring to force the closures of business, 
but it will have that effect." In November 2017, Berry Sensation announced they would be building a sim-
ilar project in the south-east of South Australia. The State Government granted the company              $2 
million as part of the Future Jobs Fund on the promise that the farm would provide 80 jobs during con-
struction and 138 ongoing positions at the facility. However, Mecrus Group's Barry Richards said the orig-
inal plan to begin development in July 2018 may not be going ahead with the announcement of the 
Latrobe Valley facility. "Initially we'll be focussing on one facility. This is a significant investment and it 
will only allow us to build one facility at a time," he said. "As far as we know, if we build in South Australia 
this grant will still be available to us. "In the next month we'll have finalised locations - There's a whole 
range of factors that provide us the best location. "We've ticked off on the climates, and so now it's down 
to availability of water and confidence in being able to get a substantial workforce." Mr Richards said the 
Latrobe Valley was closer to supermarket distribution centres than the south-east of SA.       (Story cour-
tesy of ABC) 
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Our recent Grower Day saw Olivia Soares de Camargo present a 
new innovation for crop scouting called Farmapp. The main aim 
of the system is to allow growers to simplify the process of 
monitoring pests, diseases and beneficial insects with an easy 
to use mobile applications. Recording the data is easy and more 
efficient than using traditional methods such as paper based 
recording, which allows the user to have portability of the     
system, with smooth and immediate implementation of        
records.. Once the data is synchronized with the main           
computer server, the following metrics can be immediately   
observed:  

• Satellite map with the recorded points. Allows you to get an 
overview of the current sanitary status of the farm 

• Comparative ‘heat maps’ of infestations  to easily compare 
previous measures with the current status 

• Charts and reports with the both the incidence and severity 
of both pests and diseases 

These features are aimed to facilitate the monitoring process 
and facilitate the post-processing of the information. Ultimately 
the grower can benefit from a more reliable and efficient     
monitoring process. Once uploaded to the server, the             
information can be viewed in a range of formats on a standard 

PC, giving growers a useful tool to plan IPM and chemical control strategies based on real time pest and 
disease levels. The app also allows for tracking of the routes and speed of movement of  sprayers in order 
to optimize the quantity of the product supplied and to control the application of agrochemicals within a 
crop area. According to Olivia Soares de Camargo, “The app is designed to save growers money to assist 
them in making decisions on the use of precision spraying and targeting the release of natural predators 
to specific sites of pest infection. Having an accurately tracked and digitalised monitoring process allow 
the grower to make strong informed decisions that both timely and accurate”, said Olivia. The system 
also allows a group of growers to form a co-operative where growers can compare infestations of pests, 
allowing the group to gain a wider knowledge of pests within a certain locality.  

For further details of Farmapp, please con-
tact Olivia via:- 

Email - Olivia.camargo@farmappweb.com 

Phone - 0424 436 220 

Website - www.farmappweb.com 

Farmapp - Crop Scouting  
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